Let XQ be the set of functions defined on the whole real axis and taking finite real values. Let us denote for an arbitrary iel the Jordan variation of the function f £ Χ o on the interval (t -\,t + 1) by V(i; /).
We say that / G Io is a ^-continuous function iff for an arbitrary ε > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for every w G M, |u>| < δ, we have V(f -fw) < ε, where f w (x) = f(x + w). It is known (see [2] ) that if / is absolutely continuous, then / is F-continuous.
We say that / 6 X V satisfies the condition (V) iff for an arbitrary ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for every ti>£Ë, | WJ| < δ, we have sup{F(/; / -fw)' 0 < t < £} < ε, where I -£(ε) is the number which characterizes the relative density of the set Ε υ {ε; /}. It is known (see [2] ) that if / is a F-a.p. function which satisfies the (F)-condition, then / is F-continuous.
Let us put = {/ ς Χ υ : f satisfies the (V)-condition).
For given h > 0 and for locally integrable function / : R -• R we put ^ u+h
In [2] it has been shown that if / is a F-a.p. function, then Sf(-;h) is V-a.p. If, in addition, / satisfies the (V)-condition, then lim^->o V(fSf(-,h)) = 0. where V fc fc+1 is the Jordan variation on the interval (k,k + 1). So for every k = 0, ±1, ±2,... there exists a continuous, on the interval (k, fc+1), function f k for which V£ +1 (f k ) < oo and
It is easily seen that for every η > Ν and for k = 0, ±1 ± 2,... we have max íe(jfc,fc+i) |/n(í) -f k (t)I < 2ε and
Compactness of almost periodic functions 133
Let us denote f(t) = f k (t) for t e {k, k + 1), k = 0,±1,±2,... .
The function / is continuous and bounded on the whole real axis. Moreover, sup{F(i; /): ί 6 1} < oo and lim«-^ p v (f n , f ) = 0. The proof is complete.
We say that a family A C XBV is conditionally ^-compact iff the set A is conditionally compact in the metric space (XßV-,ΡΝ), i-e. every sequence (f n ), where /" G A for η = 1,2,..., contains a Cauchy subsequence. In the following we shall prove the condition (b). For an arbitrary ε > 0 and every f k , k = 1,2,..., n, there exists hk > 0 such that Pv(f k ,Sfk(-;h k )) < I for = Let us put ho = min{/ifc: k = 1, 2,..., n). Then From (1) and (2) it follows that for every / G V c the following estimation 
Sufficiency.
By the condition (b), for an arbitrary ε > 0 there exists h > 0 such that for every / G V c we have and so the set V c is conditionally F-compact.
F-normal functions
A function / G XBV is called F-normal iff the family of functions FX = {fh'• h € M}, where fh(x) = f(x + h), is conditionally F-compact. 
